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ABSTRACT

A scalable processing system includes a memory device having a plurality of executable program instructions, wherein each of the executable program instructions includes a timetag data field indicative of the nominal sequential order of the associated executable program instructions. The system also includes a plurality of processing elements, which are configured and arranged to receive executable program instructions from the memory device, wherein each of the processing elements executes executable instructions having the highest priority as indicated by the state of the timetag data field.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MainLine (ML) region (path)</th>
<th>DEE path 1</th>
<th>DEE path 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 5 9 13</td>
<td>1 5</td>
<td>1 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 6 10 14</td>
<td>2 6</td>
<td>2 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 7 11 15</td>
<td>3 7</td>
<td>3 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 8 12 16</td>
<td>4 8</td>
<td>4 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Physical Organization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M D1 M D1 M D2 M D2</th>
<th>M D1 M D1 M D2 M D2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 5 5 9 13</td>
<td>1 5 5 9 13</td>
</tr>
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<td>2 6 6 10 14</td>
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</tr>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>time</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 14**
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</tr>
<tr>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
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<th>5</th>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>X</td>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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RESOURCE FLOW COMPUTING DEVICE

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application claims priority from the provisional application designated Ser. No. 60/194,931, filed Apr. 6, 2000 and entitled “Resource Flow Computer”. This application is hereby incorporated by reference.

GOVERNMENT LICENSE

This invention was made with government support under Grant Nos. MIP-9780183, EIA-9729839, and DUE-9575125, awarded by the National Science Foundation. The government has certain rights in this invention.

TECHNICAL FIELD

The invention relates to the field of computing devices, and in particular to a scalable computing device that employs an tag that indicates the nominal sequential order that program instructions execute.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Traditionally, computers have used a control flow model of program execution. This model is an imperative one, that is, the user tells the computer which instructions to execute and when. Instructions may be conditionally executed or repeatedly executed with the use of branches at the machine level. A branch causes the computer to (conditionally) change the order in which instructions are to be executed. In the traditional model instructions are executed one at a time, strictly in the specified order.

In recent years computer designers have sought to improve performance by executing more than one instruction at a time and possibly out-of-order. This is an exploitation of Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP), also popularly known as a “superscalar” approach. ILP is possible because not all instructions’ inputs come from immediately-prior instructions.

Ignoring control flow for the minute, the only necessary constraint to ensure correct program execution is to generate instruction results before they are supposed to be used by other instructions. Thus, say an instruction $x+yz$ is waiting to execute; as soon as both of its inputs $y$ and $z$ have been generated the instruction may execute or “fire”, sending inputs to an adder, the adder performing the operation and then saving the result in variable or register $x$. Instructions waiting for the new value of $x$, that is having $x$ as an input, may then potentially fire themselves. This is a case of the waiting instruction being data dependent on the former. This type of execution model is often referred to as the data flow model.

Modern processors present the appearance of the traditional control flow model to the user, but employ a data flow model “under the hood”. Thus, the relative conceptual simplicity of the control flow model is maintained with the improved performance of the data flow model.

In the data flow model branches must still be used and are problematic. The typical approach today is to predict the outcome of conditional branches and then speculatively execute the corresponding code. Once the value of the branch condition is known, the branch is said to have been resolved. If the prediction was correct, nothing special needs to be done. However, if there was a misprediction, the computer must effectively reset its state to what it was just before the branch was first encountered. Even though branch prediction accuracies for real code are generally at or above 90%, mispredictions are still an impediment to obtaining higher performance.

In prior work we demonstrated a variation of branch speculation called Disjoint Eager Execution (DEE) which may vastly improve computer performance. See, for example the paper by A. K. Uht and V. Sindagi, entitled “Disjoint Eager Execution: An Optimal Form of Speculative Execution”, Proceedings of the 28th International Symposium on Microarchitecture (Micro-28), pp. 313–325. IEEE and ACM, November and December 1995, incorporated herein by reference. DEE is a form of multipath execution; code is executed down both paths from a branch. The code execution is unbalanced; code on the predicted or Main-Line (ML) path is given preferential priority for execution resources over code on the not-predicted path. When the branch resolves, results for either branch direction are available, and hence the performance penalty due to a misprediction is greatly reduced. ILP of the order of ten’s of instructions executing at once was shown to be possible, as compared with an ILP of 2–3 instructions in existing processors.

Our prior proposed machine realization of DEE with a data flow equivalent required many large and cumbersome data dependency and control dependency bit matrices. Data and control issues were treated separately. Approaches to reducing the size of the matrices were partially devised but never proven.

Other approaches, including current microprocessors, also need a lot of hardware to realize data flow even with simple branch prediction. In particular, data dependencies must still be computed and other complex operations performed for code to be correctly executed. Hence all of these other ILP approaches are not scalable in that their hardware cost typically grows as the square of the number of execution units in the machine.

Other researchers have demonstrated the value of data speculation. See for example, the papers by M. H. Lipasti, C. B. Wilkerson and J. P. Shen, “Value Locality and Load Value Prediction”, in Proceedings of the Seventh Annual International Conference on Architectural Support for Programming Languages and Operating Systems (ASPLOS-VII), pp. 138–147, ACM, October 1996, and Y. Sazeides, S. Vassiliadis and J. E. Smith, “The Performance Potential of Data Dependence Speculation & Collapsing” in Proceedings of the 29th International Symposium on Microarchitecture (MICRO-29), pp. 238–247. IEEE and ACM, December 1996. Both papers are hereby incorporated by reference. In this scenario, input values for some instructions are predicted and the instructions allowed to execute speculatively. As with control speculation, there is a penalty for data value misprediction. No on has yet, to our knowledge, combined data speculation with DEE.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Briefly, according to an aspect of the present invention, a scalable processing system includes a memory device having a plurality of executable program instructions, wherein each of the executable program instructions includes a timetag data field indicative of the nominal sequential order of said associated executable program instructions. The system also includes a plurality of processing elements, which are configured and arranged to receive executable program instructions from the memory device, wherein each of the processing elements executes executable instructions having the highest priority as indicated by the state of the timetag data field.
These and other objects, features and advantages of the present invention will become apparent in light of the following detailed description of preferred embodiments thereof, as illustrated in the accompanying drawings.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

FIG. 1: Sharing Groups: Four sharing groups are shown, each having two ML and two DEE active stations. Normally one PE is assigned to and services the execution demands of one sharing group. 'AS' stands for Active Station; each AS holds one instruction;

FIG. 2: Resource flow computer high level microarchitecture. The primary differentiating component is the instruction window;

FIG. 3: Folding the Instruction Window. An instruction window (IW) nominally 16 static instructions long is shown logically (on the left) and folded (on the right). Each box represents an active station, ordered in time as indicated by the numbers, larger numbers being later in time. An active station holds one instruction;

FIG. 4: Instruction Window with DEE. The instruction window is shown with the DEE paths incorporated (interlaced) with the ML path. In the Physical Organization, M is the ML column, D1 is DEE path 1 and D2 is DEE path 2;

FIG. 5: Microarchitecture of the ISA Register File. The ISA register file is replicated once for each row of the instruction window. All active stations in the rightmost (later) column are loaded simultaneously, each station from the file associated with its row. The files are triple-read ported, since an active station may have two regular register sources and one relay register source (these are described later);

FIG. 6: Memory system. A suggested memory system for the resource flow computer;

FIG. 7: Forwarding buses. For this example a sharing group size of 2 ML instructions is assumed, as before, along with an instruction window length of 32 instructions, folded to 8 rows by 4 columns. Forwarding spans are 8 instructions long. Blocks with '1' in them are the forwarding registers. Note: this is the logical view. With column renaming, all physical columns look the same as the middle two columns here, with the buses from the last column wrapped around to the first column;

FIG. 8: Sharing group forwarding structure. Each group has these components and connections to achieve result forwarding beyond a forwarding span;

FIG. 9: Active Station. Each station has these components and connections to the rest of the CPU. Register inputs from the right come from either the load buffer or the same register in the active station on the same row of the neighboring column on the right (shift inputs). Inputs and outputs on vertical lines are to and from either the PE of the station's sharing group or the relevant broadcast buses;

FIG. 10: ISA register file copy's interconnection. There is one bus per register (on the right). This complex is used to maintain coherency (same data) among all of the file copies;

FIG. 11: Timing of the code example, data scenario 1. In this example all of the instructions are able to execute in the first cycle. Execution of an instruction at a given time is indicated by an 'X';

FIG. 12: Timing of the code example, data scenario 2. In this example instructions 20 and 30 are not able to execute immediately. Execution of an instruction at a given time is indicated by an 'X', as before;

FIG. 13: Timing of the code example, data scenario 3. In this example instruction 10 does not re-execute due to an update of its input register from instructions 10 and 20 but does finally re-execute after an update from instruction 00. Execution of an instruction at a given time is again indicated by an 'X';

FIG. 14: Timing of the code example, data scenario 4. In this example an output data broadcast from instruction 00 in time cycle 4 enables one later instruction to execute but not one later still in the program order. Execution of an instruction at a given time is again indicated by an 'X';

FIG. 15: Timing of the code example, data scenario 5. In this example an output data broadcast is shown being delayed by the processing of being forwarding to a following forwarding span through the use of the forwarding register. Execution of an instruction at a given time is again indicated by an 'X';

FIG. 16: Timing of the code example, prediction scenario 1. This example illustrates the exploitation of basic minimal control dependencies, a significant contribution to achieving higher ILP by taking advantage of independent instructions beyond the joins of branches. Execution of an instruction at a given time is again indicated by an 'X';

FIG. 17: Timing of the code example, prediction scenario 2. This example illustrates a relay operation that can occur within an active station when a branch predicate changes. Execution of an instruction at a given time is again indicated by an 'X'. A relay operation is indicated by an 'R'; and

FIG. 18: Timing of the code example, prediction scenario 3. This example illustrates a switch of a DEE path to become the new main-line path. Execution of an instruction at a given time is again indicated by an 'X', a relay operation is indicated by an 'R', a broadcast-only operation is indicated by a 'B' and an execution in a DEE path is indicated by a 'D'.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION**

The basic model of execution of the subject invention is radically different from what has come before. The new model is the resource flow or squash flow execution model. There are a few key concepts of this model that describe its operation and characteristics.

1. As with most processors, candidate instructions for execution are loaded from memory into an instruction window. This is high-speed storage present processor itself. When instructions fire they are sent with their data inputs to Processing Elements (execution units such as adders, etc.) for execution.

2. Unlike most processors, the invention has associated with each candidate instruction a time tag indicating the instruction's nominal sequential order in the program being executed.

3. The basic resources of the computer, the Processing Elements (PE) containing the adders, multipliers and logic functions, always execute the instructions with the highest priority. The PE's always look for work, hence the "resource flow" terminology, this could also be called "resource-driven".

4. Instructions execute regardless of their data or control dependencies. Instructions execute or re-execute only when one of more of their inputs has changed value, thus when an input changes value the instruction effectively squashes or nullifies its current result and generates a new, updated value for the result.
5. Newly-generated results are broadcast to all later instructions in the window, along with the results' identifying addresses and time tags.

6. Instructions in the window look at or “snoop” the broadcast information, copying or “snarfing” matching results for their input(s). If there is a match, and the broadcast value differs from the current value of the input, such instructions fire and the process repeats. Other aspects of the invention include:

1. Full hidden-explicit predication is used to realize control flow.

2. Instructions include predicate inputs and outputs. The inputs tell the instruction when its result should modify the state of the machine (classically, this is equivalent to indicating whether or not an instruction should execute). The outputs are fed to other instructions. The major predicate outputs are those from branches.

3. Predicate inputs and outputs are treated the same as instruction data inputs and outputs: predicate (and data) instruction outputs are recomputed only if a predicate input (or data input) changes value; the newly-generated results are broadcast with their address and time identifiers to all of the instructions in the window. The following sections provide detailed descriptions of components of the present invention.

High-Level Microarchitecture:

Instructions in the resource flow computer device are combined into novel sharing groups in order to share certain machine resources, including processing elements (PE’s). see FIG. 1. Only one instruction in a group may supply source data to the group’s PE in a given cycle. The output of the PE goes back to the corresponding instruction, as well as being broadcast to stations and groups later in the nominal temporal sequential order.

A block diagram of the high-level microarchitecture of the resource flow computer is illustrated in FIG. 2. The memory system is designed to satisfy the bandwidth requirements of the processor; it includes appropriately many levels and sizes of caches and memory banks. The instruction fetch hardware supplies the instruction bandwidth needed by the processor.

There are preferably a large number of PE’s available to execute instructions. Each PE is preferably able to execute any type of instruction in the instruction set of the computer. As such they are general devices. Although we will use this PE model for discussion purposes in the following text, the PE’s may be divided into multiple functional units, each one specialized for one or more particular functions, e.g., floating-point operations; this is standard practice. Typically there may be thirty-two (32) PE’s in a resource flow computer device.

The instruction window holds a subset of the instructions in the program being executed in the static order. The static order is the order of instructions as they have been written, or in other words the order they exists in memory. This order is nominally independent of the actual dynamic execution of the control flow (branches) and hence is relatively easier to generate than a dynamically-ordered window. In practice, the order of the code in the window is a combination of the static and dynamic orders.

In order to make the assignment of resources to instructions easier and less expensive, the instruction window is folded as illustrated in FIG. 3, for example, for a 4-by-4 window. All instructions on a single row share one resource, such as a register file copy. Thus, each register file copy serves every fourth instruction. Instructions corresponding to IEEE paths are physically arranged as shown in FIG. 4.

The load buffer is a staging area for fetching and holding instructions until the buffer is filled and the instruction window is ready to accept a new buffer’s worth of instructions. Typically, this involves fetching a number of instructions equal to the number of instruction rows every cycle. The fetched instructions are shifted from the fetch buffer into the instruction window when the buffer is full and the first column of instructions in the window, the earliest, have been fully executed (their results will not change).

The logical ISA register file (ISAR) holds the current values of the registers present in the Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) of the computer, that is, the registers visible to the user. The ISAR is constantly updated with values generated by the PE’s; therefore, the ISAR holds the latest-generated values of registers. As part of instruction fetching, the source values, or data inputs, of each new instruction are initialized to the values held in the ISAR. Other types of data speculation may be substituted or added to this basic technique.

The ISAR is physically realized with multiple copies of the same ISAR file, see FIG. 5. Each copy is associated with a single row of active stations. A file is read when the rightmost column of the active stations is loaded from the load buffer. Reads from a file go to the rightmost active station on the same row. Writes to the ISAR may be made simultaneously from every sharing group of the instruction window, one write per group per cycle; each copy is updated with the value of its corresponding write. Since all of the writes may be to the same register address and all of the register file copies must contain the same data (must be coherent), a novel technique is used to resolve multiple writes to the same address; it is described later in this document.

The core of the machine (the instruction window) interfaces to main memory through a memory interface, illustrated in FIG. 6. This memory interface filters memory reads to see if they can be satisfied by outstanding memory reads or writes to the same address. Memory references to different addresses may be out-of-order, unless they go to the Input/Output section of the computer. Memory reads and writes to the same address are also filtered to maintain a correct program order of memory references between homogenous groups of reads and groups of writes. References within either type of group may be out-of-order with respect to the instruction window. Write references to the same address are kept in-order with respect to the memory itself. In some cases multiple writes to the same address can be reduced to a single write. Further details of how this memory interface functions is provided in the technical report entitled “High Performance Memory System for High ILP Microarchitectures”. See the paper by Uhl, A. K., entitled “High Performance Memory System for High ILP Microarchitectures”, Technical Report 0797-0002, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Rhode Island, Aug. 26, 1997. This paper is also incorporated herein by reference. This is the suggested memory system for the resource flow computing device, designed to provide high bandwidth and low latency. Other memory systems with similar attributes may be used with suitable modification.

The branch predictor predicts branches as they are encountered by the instruction loader. A prediction is used to set the values of the predicates of instructions loaded after the branch. These initial predicate values are loaded into the instruction window with each instruction.

Every cycle of the instruction in each sharing group with the highest priority (earliest in the order, with MI before
DEE stations) that is ready to execute is issued to the PE corresponding to the instruction’s sharing group. Included with the issuing data are the address of the result and the time tag of the instruction (same as the time tag of the result). Once the PE has finished computing a value for an instruction, the value with its address and time tag is logically broadcast to all instructions later in the instruction window. As is described later, the preferred embodiment does not actually broadcast all results directly to every station. According to three conditions to be specified later, an instruction in the window may copy the value into its storage. This method of data communication among stations in the window using time tags is novel.

Instruction Window and Time Tags: Each instruction in the instruction window has associated with it a dynamically changing time tag. The time tag is formed as the concatenation of the column address of the instruction with the row address of the instruction. This composite tag is just the position of the instruction in the window. In the following discussion, for the sake of simplicity we assume that the time tags are fixed with respect to the physical instruction cells. In reality, the columns of cells can be renamed, i.e., any physical column can effectively be the “leftmost” column.

When every instruction in the leftmost or earliest column has finished executing, the column is retimed by effectively shifting the entire window contents to the left by one column. This changes the time tags of every instruction in the window, effectively decrementing the column address part of every instruction’s time tag by one. The automatic updating of the time tags throughout the window is novel. The results from the retired column are sent to both the register file copies and the memory system, as appropriate.

Each instruction cell in the instruction window has both storage and logic in it or associated with it and is called an active station.

Sharing Groups and Result Forwarding: As previously mentioned, active stations within the instruction window are grouped together in order to allow for sharing of expensive execution resources. Such resources can range from an entire processing element that can execute any instruction to specialized functional units. Implementations can also include the situation of having just one active station in a sharing group. FIG. 2 illustrates an instruction window with four sharing groups, each group contains two ML active stations and two DEE active stations.

Execution output results (ISA architecturally intended to be sent to the ISA registers) from sharing groups must be forwarded to those active stations located forward in the program execution order (having later value time tags). This is accomplished with result forwarding buses, illustrated in FIG. 7. Although logically it is necessary to allow an output from the first active station to be used by the last active station, normally this does not happen. In fact, register lifetimes, the number of instructions between the write of a register and the last time that value is read (before the register is written again) have been demonstrated to be fairly small, say 32 instructions. See for example, the paper by T. M. Austin and G. S. Sohi, “Dynamic Dependency Analysis of Ordinary Programs” in Proceedings of the 19th Annual International Symposium on Computer Architecture, Gold Coast, Australia, pp. 342–351, IEEE and ACM, May 1992. Therefore results are not necessarily immediately forwarded to all later active stations. The entire forwarding bus concept is novel.

Because instruction output results only need to be forwarded for the lifetime of the ISA register in the program, in the present invention results are first forwarded a number of active stations that roughly matches a typical register lifetime. This forwarding distance is termed the forwarding span. Each active station snoops all forwarding buses from the last span’s-worth of active stations to get the register inputs needed for its execution. Each sharing group originates a forwarding bus that covers the implementation’s designated forwarding span. For example, if an instruction window includes 256 ML active stations and these are further divided into sharing groups containing eight active stations from an ML column (and eight from a DEE column), then there would be 32 sharing groups each originating a forwarding bus. If we assume a forwarding span of thirty-two this means that at any active station there would be span-length/group-size = 32/8 = 4 forwarding buses that would need to be snooped by each source input.

In order to handle situations where an output result from an instruction is needed in instructions located beyond the forwarding span of its forwarding bus, there exists a register at the end of the bus (located in the sharing group just after the last group snooping the bus). This register is termed the forwarding register see FIG. 8. This register then contends with the forwarding requests originating in its sharing group to forward its result on that sharing group’s forwarding bus. The process results in output values being forwarded for the next forwarding span number of active stations. This forwarding process is repeated across multiple spans and is stopped when the forwarding span of a result contains an active station having an output with the same ISA register destination as the result. The later instruction originating a new value for that ISA register is now responsible for forwarding its output value in the same manner.

Note that when instruction output results need to be forwarded to stations beyond the implementation forwarding span, there is at least one clock cycle delay in the forwarding process due to the presence of the forwarding register. This register is needed because of possible contention for the forwarding bus of the sharing group the forwarding register is associated with. Note that more than one clock cycle delay may be incurred if the sharing group that is performing the forward also needs to forward one of its results in the same clock cycle. Delaying a forward from a previous sharing group will not typically be a performance problem since the need for a result created a long time in the past is not as urgent as needing a result that was generated in the more recent past of the program instruction stream.

Other Notes on the Static Instruction Window: If a loop is contained completely within the window, we say that “loop capture” has occurred. In this situation instruction loading stops, and the machine is potentially able to execute instructions much faster, since there is temporarily no instruction fetching from the memory going on.

Backward branches are handled by converting them to forward branches when loop capture occurs as follows. Briefly, before the branch is loaded into the window its relative branching or target address is changed from negative to positive, and the instructions within the branch’s domain are reloaded after the branch. This is repeated until the first converted copy of the backward branch is in the leftmost column of the window. Loading then ceases and the instructions in the branch’s domain are re-enabled as the branch executes its iterations.

Scalability: One of the key advantages of this invention is that it provides an ILP machine that is scalable. By “scalable”, we mean that the hardware cost (amount of hardware) of the machine grows linearly with the number of Processing Elements. Machines with dependency matrices
grow at least as quickly as the square of the number of PE’s. The hardware cost of existing machines also typically grows with the square of the number of PE’s.

The hardware cost of the resource flow machine grows no faster than linearly since there is no dependency storage, generation or checking hardware, and because the size of the forwarding buses is fixed, that is, the forwarding span normally stays the same regardless of the number of PE’s or active stations. Since the number of buses grows as a constant fraction of the number of active stations, the hardware cost of the buses also grows linearly with the number of PE’s.

Absolute Hardware Cost: A preliminary spreadsheet analysis indicates that one embodiment of the invention will use approximately 25 million transistors, including the 32 PE’s. Notably, this is under the typical limit quoted for designs of high-end microprocessors getting underway in the near future: 100 million transistors. It is also well under the 1 billion transistors often postulated as being available on a chip in the not terribly distant future.

Logic Delay: The present invention also has advantages over competing designs in its circuit delays. Typically, a processor’s performance is highly tied to the operating frequency of its clock; the greater the frequency, the better the performance. Thus, keeping the clock cycle time (equal to the inverse of the clock frequency) low is paramount. One of the major objections to building processors that exploit much ILP while determining the parallel instructions in hardware (‘‘brainiacs’’) is that signals need to be sent across much of the chip. As chips have increased their hardware densities and as clock frequencies have increased, it takes more (multiple) clock cycles for a signal to cross a chip. Therefore, any design that requires global chip communication for all operations is at a large disadvantage: the increase in ILP obtained will be at least partially offset by a larger cycle time (reduced frequency) or a greater number of cycles to perform a given amount of work.

The resource flow computer solves this problem by keeping most communication among the active stations local. First, note that communication between active stations should normally be completed in less than a cycle. With the forwarding bus architecture of the invention, most of the time a given active station will only communicate with the number of active stations in a forwarding span, much smaller than the total number of active stations. Further, it is likely that chip layout optimizations can be performed to keep the total forwarding span length of a single bus short, thereby keeping the cycle time small.

Active Station Overview: The concept and implementation of an active station are novel and central to the operation of the resource flow computer. The active station is based on the classic Tomasulo reservation station (see “An Efficient Algorithm for Exploiting Multiple Arithmetic Units” by R. M. Tomasulo, IBM Journal of Research and Development, vol. 11, pp. 25–33, January 1967), but has significantly more functionality. Like a reservation station, the main function is to snoop or look at one or more buses carrying the results of the computation from the processing elements, snarfing or copying the information from a bus into the station’s own storage. A reservation station snarfing the data when the register address on a bus is equal to the contents of one of the station’s source address registers. In a reservation station the corresponding instruction is fired (i.e., sent to a processing element) when all of its sources have been snarfed.

Active stations differ in the following respects:

1. Time tags and ISA register addresses are used instead of the arbitrary renaming addresses in the Tomasulo algorithm. The Tomasulo algorithm does not explicitly represent time in its reservation stations; correct execution order is maintained by having computations chained to follow the data flow of the code in the window. The resource flow computer’s use of time tags allows it to dynamically change both the ordering of instructions and when instructions get new data.

2. There are three more conditions for snarfing data for a total of four conditions; for each source in the active station, the conditions are:

(a) the broadcast register address must equal the source address (same as before);
(b) the broadcast register value must be different from the current value of the source;
(c) the broadcast time tag must be less than the time tag of the source (the latter is equal to the time tag of the station);
(d) and the broadcast time tag must be greater than or equal to the time tag of the last datum snarfed for the source.

The latter two conditions ensure that only the register value produced closest to the active station, but not after it, is used by the source.

3. The active station uses a novel form of predication. The station incorporates logic to make predicate calculations.

4. There are no traditional branches held iii active stations. (However, all necessary functionality of any kind of branch can be realized with an active station, including data comparisons. A branch in the instruction stream takes up one active station cell in the window. Branches to targets outside of the window are handled in conjunction with the tracking buffer; this is discussed elsewhere in this document.)

5. The predication mechanism works similarly to the snooping and snarfing mechanism for data communication. Therefore there is a unified approach to the handling of control flow and data flow.

The operation of the resource flow computer is best understood by first examining the detailed structure and rules of operation of an active station; we do so now.

B.4 Active Station Details

Each instruction in the instruction window is held in an active station; see FIG. 9 for a structural view. We now describe the contents of each active station including both storage registers and logic. For each storage element we provide a description of the storage, its typical quantity and size, and its abbreviation [NAME]. Each active station has the following contents:

1. One or more source input data registers. These are the traditional inputs to the instruction, e.g., if the instruction is: r1<-r2 op r3 these are r2 and r3. Typically each is a 32-bit register. [RIDAT]

2. For each input data register, an input data register address register. In the example, the values held are: “2” and “3”. Typically each is an 8-bit register. [RIADDR]

3. One input data register with the same address as the destination data register; in the above example the data value is r1, generated prior to this instruction. This is also referred to as the station’s relay register. Typically a 32-bit register. [ROIDAT]

4. One output or destination data register; in the above example this is r1. Typically a 32-bit register. [RODAT]

5. One address register for the output (and extra input) register, e.g., “1”. Typically an 8-bit register. [ROADDR]

6. For each input data register, a register containing an equivalent of the time tag of the last datum snarfed.
Typically each is a 39-bit register, one bit for each earlier active station in a forwarding span snooped by this station (total of 32 bits), and one bit for each prior forwarding span (total of 7 bits). [TTMASK]
7. One input predicate register. Typically a 1-bit register. [pin]
8. One input predicate address register. Typically a 9-bit register. [pinadr]
9. One input canceling predicate register. Typically a 1-bit register. [cpin]
10. One input canceling predicate address register. Typically a 9-bit register. [cpinadr]
11. One output predicate register. Typically a 1-bit register. [pout]
12. One output canceling predicate register. Typically a 1-bit register. [cpout]
13. A register holding the (possibly decoded) opcode of the instruction. Size depends on realization; say it is typically a 32-bit register. [INSTR]
14. One instruction predicate; this is the value of the predicate used by the instruction itself to enable the assigning of its normal data output to the output register. Note that this is not the same as pin or pout. Typically a 1-bit register. [p1]
15. An instruction time tag register. This is sent with the operands to the PE. The PE uses it to route the result back to the station. Typically a 9-bit register. [MIT]
16. An instruction status register [SR] with the following status bits:
   (a) Instruction Issued—indicates if the instruction has been sent to a PE for execution; this is needed for multicycle instructions. [II]
   (b) Really Executed—indicates if the instruction has actually executed. Optional. Will not be further discussed herein. [RE]
   (c) Executed—indicates if the instruction has executed. This bit is cleared if a new datum or predicate or canceling predicate is snarfed, forcing the instruction to re-execute. [EX]
   (d) Branch Prediction—if the instruction is a branch, indicates the value of the last prediction or execution of the branch; 1—taken, 0—not taken. [BV]
   (e) Address Valid—if a load or store memory reference instruction, indicates if the memory address is valid (has been computed). Note that memory reference instructions execute in two phases:
      address computation, using a PE, and the actual data load or store via the memory system. [AV]
   Note: explicit time tag registers are not needed for the predicate and canceling predicate since the time tag values are the same as the predicate address and the canceling predicate address. Also, it is not necessary to know the time tag of the last predicate or canceling predicate snarfed due to the predicate chaining.

Logic in or associated with each active station:
1. Column decrement logic—decrements the column part of time tags being shifted from right to left in the instruction window. One decremernter for each time tag or time tag derived address, i.e., ITT, pinadr, land cpinadr, for a total of three 3- or 4-bit decrementers.
2. Predicate and canceling predicate computation logic—computes p1, pout and cpout. Two AND gates and one OR gate.
3. For each data input register, an equality comparator determining whether the new value of the input data differs from the old. Typically 32 exclusive-OR gates for each of the three data inputs and combining AND-trees for each.
4. For each data input, an equality comparator to determine if the data on a broadcast bus has the same register address as the input. Typically 8 exclusive-OR gates and an AND-tree per comparator. One per broadcast bus.
5. For each TT MASK register logic to detect whether a broadcasted datum is closer in time to the station's time tag than previously snarfed data. This is conservatively estimated to be less than 1,000 transistors.
6. Predicate matching comparators, one for pin and one for cpin—equality compares (cp)inadr with address of (canceling) predicate on each (cp) broadcast bus. Typically less than 8 exclusive-OR gates and 1 AND-tree for each predicate and canceling predicate per (cp) broadcast bus.

(c)put are directly broadcast from the active stations, bypassing the PE’s. Predicate bus congestion is alleviated by adding a bit—to each instruction indicating whether or not its predicate outputs are needed—easily determined at instruction load time with hidden-explicit predicate-assignment hardware—and then only using a (cp) broadcast bus from an active station if the predicate is needed.
7. Firing logic—takes the outputs of the comparators and determines if either the data or predicate outputs should be computed and/or broadcast. Also computes whether and which broadcast bus data or predicates should be latched into the instruction’s input registers. (pout and cpout are always computed within an active station, due to the simplicity of the logic needed.)

The concept and details of an active station are novel. It is the most important component of the resource flow computer.

B.5 Operation, Including Active Station Firing Rules

Operation Overview: The operation of the invention has similarities with existing machines but also has some key differences. This section will provide a more detailed discussion of the dynamic operation of the machine as it executes a program. For the purposes of this discussion the initial boot-up of the machine will be the starting point. In other words, the machine is currently empty of any loaded or executing instructions. First an overview of the machine execution is given followed by a more detailed description of what occurs within an active station.

In general, operation of the machine will proceed from instruction-fetch, to branch target tracking, to instruction staging in the station load buffer. Next, the entire column of instructions in the station load buffer is left shifted into the right-most column of the active stations in the instruction window (reference FIG. 2). This is termed the load operation. The station Load buffer is the same length as a column in the instruction window in order for this instruction load operation to occur as a broadcast left shift operation in one clock cycle. These above operations repeat until the entire instruction window is nominally loaded with instructions. Note that the authors usually use the term left-shift for describing the broadcast instruction load operation but this operation can be accomplished using a renaming scheme on the active station column addresses in the instruction window. Recall that renaming allows a physical column to function as any logical column; this is transparent to the user.

Fetched instructions will also nominally be allocated cache lines in the I-cache (if the corresponding memory
page and physical hardware is set to allow that). This increases the effective instruction bandwidth or maximum allowable rate of instruction fetch. As instructions are fetched they are then decoded. This is, so far, similar to most all current machines.

Once the instructions are decoded, branch type instructions are identified. The target addresses of branch instructions are computed, where possible, and an entry is made in the branch tracking buffer that includes the time tag of where that branch instruction will be placed in the instruction window when the branch is loaded. The target of the branch is also placed into the tracking buffer entry. This tracking buffer information is used to dynamically track the instruction domains of instructions within the instruction window.

Instructions are then put into the active station load buffer. The station load buffer serves as a staging area to accumulate instructions until they can enter the instruction window. When the instruction load buffer is full, and the leftmost column contains nothing but fully-executed instructions (able to be retired), an operation analogous to a left shift occurs amongst all of the active station columns and those instructions currently staged in the station load buffer. Source register values for the loading instructions are taken from the architected register files (one per instruction window row) at the time the load occurs.

Once instructions are loaded into an active station, they are allowed to compete for execution, main memory, and architected register file resources. Instructions compete for execution resources within their sharing groups. When an instruction sends information to an execution unit for processing, this is termed instruction issue. Unlike conventional machines, an instruction can be issued to execution or function units many times during the time that the instruction is in the instruction window. This will be discussed in more detail later.

Instructions compete for memory bandwidth with all of the other active stations in the other instruction window columns located in the same row. This is illustrated with the contention for the horizontal row buses to the memory interface buffers shown in FIG. 6. Active stations also compete to store their output register results into a row’s architected register file copy with all other active stations in the same sharing group.

Speculative reads to main memory are allowed at any time during an instruction’s execution but memory writes are only allowed, in the current implementation, at instruction retirement time. When the instructions in the left-most column of the instruction window, those with the smallest time tags, have all completed executing, they are ready for retirement. Retirement may occur immediately, independently of instruction window loading.

Therefore, in general, instructions can be thought of as proceeding through fetch, decode, branch tracking, staging, load, issue, and retirement/write-back stages. We now give more detailed explanations of the functioning of the resource flow computer’s components from the point-of-view of the active stations.

Active Station Operation on Data Values: As noted already, an instruction in an active station can be issued to an execution unit more than once. An instruction is issued to an execution unit when one of its inputs is changed but which has a time tag later than or equal to that of the last source value that was acquired by the instruction’s input.

An active station snoops all forwarding buses originating from earlier sharing groups for changed input values. As discussed earlier, values from stations more than a forwarding span earlier go through one or more forwarding regis-


ters; logically, we look at the buses as being uniform and going all the way back to the earliest station in the window.

Values are forwarded on these buses with the address of the architected register that is being changed along with its value, and with information indicating its time tag (time order) within the instruction window. All forwarding buses are snooped by an active station for updates corresponding to those registers that are the station’s inputs. The register address comparisons are done using the RIADDR registers and comparators associated with the two register sources and register destination of the active station.

Forwarded branch predicates (representing control flow dependencies) and forwarded output data values are snooped and processed somewhat differently. Considering data values first, the physical arrangement of the data forwarding buses originating from the sharing groups ensures that only values originating from previous instructions are considered as possible inputs. However, values coming from previous instructions that are earlier in time than a previously snarfed data value must be ignored. This is accomplished by using the time tag mask registers (TTMASK) in the active stations. Again, there is a time tag mask associated with all data oriented sources in the active station (including the relay source value for the instruction’s output).

The time tag mask is actually physically two masks, one representing the last forwarding span of active stations (32 assumed for this discussion) and is termed the forwarding bus time tag mask. The other mask represents each of the previous forwarding spans (normally a column worth of active stations) and is termed the forwarding column time tag mask; the latter is appended to the former. The forwarding bus time tag mask in this example is 32 bits wide, one bit for each of the 32 active stations being snooped by the active station. The column mask in this implementation example is seven bits wide, each bit representing one of the previous seven forwarding spans (there are eight forwarding spans in the implementation being described). Both the forwarding bus time tag mask and the column time tag mask are ordered corresponding to the time order of the forwarding buses and previous columns respectively. As a convention, we assume that both masks are ordered such that the right-most bits corresponding both to active stations (in the case of the forwarding bus time tag mask) and to forwarding span columns (in the case of the column time tag mask) are from active stations earlier in time. Bits which are set in the masks represent forwarding buses or forwarding spans that are allowed to be snooped by this active station. Bits which are cleared serve to prevent the snarfeing of data.

If a source input is snarfed from the last forwarding span number of active stations (within the last 32 active stations in this implementation), then the position of the bus, as ordered corresponding to the time of the active station that is originating data on it, is compared with the forwarding bus time mask. If the corresponding bit in the time tag mask is clear, then no snarfeing is performed. If the bit in the time tag mask is set, then the data value is snarfeed and all bits to the right of the bit just examined (earlier in time) are cleared.

The same sort of operation is done analogously with the column time tag mask when a forwarded value originated from an active station prior to the preceding forwarding span number of active stations. Within each forwarding span of active stations, a generated output value will never be forwarded beyond a forwarding span (32) if some instruction within the next 32 active stations also outputs a value to the same ISA register address. Since only one output data value per register address will ever be forwarded beyond a forwarding span of active stations, this technique of using a
column mask and a forwarding bus mask ensures that only a value equal to or later in time than that indicated by the mask (but earlier than the time tag of the snarling active station) will ever be snarled. Additionally, a data output is only snarled if the actual value of the data has changed from the previously snarled or held value. This latter comparison is done with the equivalence comparators shown in FIG. 9 located along with the RIDAIF and RIDAIF registers.

Active Station Operation on Predicates: Predicates are snooped and snarled in a similar manner as data values, but since predicates are chained with a hardware oriented linked-list scheme and every predicate address is unique to its generating station, there is no need for the time restriction scheme associated with snarling of data values. Only the predicate addresses being snooped need be compared, just as register addresses were compared with the forwarded output data snooping.

As previously mentioned, predicates use a separate forwarding bus structure from the data forwarding buses and their operation differs, but the block diagram is the same (see FIG. 7). However, the predicate buses are only one bit wide. There are two identical sets of buses, one for the regular predicates and one for the canceling predicates. As with data the predicate value and its address are broadcast on a bus by a sharing group. The predicate may go through multiple forwarding registers before being superseded. With predicates, any later predicate being broadcast, that is having any other predicate address, terminates the broadcast of all earlier predicates. This is due to the predicate chaining being done with active stations.

It is possible that the ideal sharing group size for predicates may be different than that for data. This is allowable by the invention. The predicate system is basically independent of the data system, although it may be convenient to make their dimensions the same.

Note that predicate register addresses are actually the time tags of instructions generating the specific predicate. For this reason, there must exist arithmetic decrementing logic to subtract one from the column address part of the time tag when a logic left-shift operation occurs on the instruction window.

As with register values and data dependencies, predicates are chained to logically form control dependency trees corresponding to those in the program being executed. Just as when a new updated value of a data source becomes available for an instruction, causing it to become enabled to execute again, so too can a changed predicate value cause an instruction to enable another execution. A predicate value for an instruction can change when a previous branch, on which the instruction is control dependent, either becomes resolved mispredicted or changes its prediction for some reason.

If a predicate value is broadcast but its value does not change, any instructions depending on that predicate rebroadcast their output values. This requirement handles the situation where a branch prediction was changed causing a replacement of a segment of the ML path with a corresponding DEE path. In this case, the output values of those instructions beyond the branch having the changed prediction have to be rebroadcast. This is because the DEE output values are usually different than the output values that were last broadcast from the former ML path of active stations. Techniques to selectively avoid this later rebroadcasting of output values are being considered. However, this would be to tune the machine’s performance; the present scheme has the necessary functionality and does not affect the operation of other parts of the machine.

In those cases where an instruction is simultaneously the target of two or more branches, extra active stations can be allocated for the instruction at instruction load time in order to utilize the extra canceling predicate register hardware in the active station. FIG. 9 illustrates only one set of canceling predicate hardware but an implementation may contain more than one set of this hardware as an optimization. One set of canceling predicate hardware is required for each branch that an instruction may be the target for. In cases where an instruction is the target of more than one branch and where there are not enough canceling predicate hardware sets in the active station to accommodate the number, the canceling predicate hardware sets of the following active station is also used to detect when a predicate changes. In any event, an instruction is enabled for re-execution when any of its input predicates or canceling predicates change or are just rebroadcast.

Operation Summary: Instructions can be speculatively executed far ahead of the committed execution state while still being able to eventually re-execute as necessary in order to eventually correspond to the final committed state. We have created mechanisms that manage both the data dependencies and the control dependencies that trigger an instruction to re-execute when either an input predicted data value changes or an input predicted control condition changes. Using these techniques, instructions can be dispatched for execution according to a priority scheme that only has to consider the availability of resources in the machine. Hence, this new execution model has been termed resource flow execution.

Register File Details: This section gives some expanded information on the operation of the architected ISA register file copies. FIG. 10 shows a more detailed view of two register files each holding just two registers, for illustration. The ISA register files serve the purpose of maintaining the latest, or nearly the latest, versions of all architected registers. There is one register file implemented per row of active stations in the instruction window. Each register file contains a complete complement of all of the ISA registers.

As instructions are fetched, they are staged for loading into the instruction window using the load buffer. Nominally, when the instruction load buffer is full and the last (left-most) column of the instruction window is ready to be retired, a shift-left load operation occurs. All register sources for the loaded instructions must come from the ISA registers. Remember also that the initial value for an output relay register in assignment instructions must also be loaded. The source registers are all broadcast loaded using a wide bus coming from the outputs of each row’s register file since all active stations in a row will be loaded simultaneously in one cycle.

Another important requirement for the register files is to maintain the latest versions of the data in all of the ISA registers. The latest versions of the registers will be those outputs produced by those executing or re-relaying active stations with the highest numbered time tags. Instructions being staged for future loading are properly viewed as being later in time than the last column (right-most) loaded and therefore need to get the values that have been produced the latest but, just prior to them. As a heuristic the loading instructions get the latest values produced, which may or may not be in the last column. Further, since there are many copies of the register files, some means must be provided to keep all copies consistent.

As register outputs are produced by active stations, in addition to the values being broadcast to other active stations on the forwarding buses, the register values must also be
broadcast to the ISA registers. Each sharing group of active stations share an update bus to the register file for one row. Since data results are primarily produced by the PE’s, there is usually only one result being generated at most each cycle from a sharing group. Therefore, there is little if any contention for the update bus. Contention for the update bus in any single clock cycle will result in only one update being done in the cycle, the other updates waiting one or more cycles and part of the hardware stalling (probably the PE’s broadcast) until the contention ends.

When an update on a row is being considered to be loaded into its associated register in the row’s register file, the column part of the time tag of the update is compared with that stored in the register in the file (from previous loads) and the file register is only updated if the broadcast value is later in time than the currently stored value.

Now we have to address the issue of updating all register files with the latest value. If an update does write into a row’s register file, the column part of its one-hot time tag mask is put onto the register contention bus for that register. Note that each register in the register files has an associated column contention bus interconnecting all register files as well as a register value transfer bus. The register contention bus is a one-hot wired-logic bus used to evaluate which row has the latest register value. When column parts of the time tags on registers do not match, the latest column is always used. For matching columns, the later numbered row is always the latest. Once the latest register value is determined (which row it is in), it is broadcast on the register transfer bus so that all other earlier register files can snarf it.

The instruction window load operation is slightly more complicated by the register update and coherency mechanism. It is possible in most implementations that a register update coming from an active station to the register files may be in progress simultaneously with an instruction window load operation. In this case, an active station may be loaded with a less-than-latest register value. Additional logic is included in each register file to track the last loaded values and to re-broadcast a new register value to the recently loaded active stations that may have loaded an earlier value. The implementation of this mechanism may require the addition of a time tag comparison in the right-most column of active stations in order to assure that only a later valued register is accepted by an active station.

There are a number of other possible ISA register file implementations, but we have illustrated one that minimally meets the requirements both for storing the ISA register values and for providing initial source values for loaded instructions.

B.6 Examples of Operation

Some simple examples of code execution in the resource flow machine will be given in this section in order to illustrate the snooping/snaring operation across active stations. We first give examples illustrating the data transmittal features of the invention. Examples incorporating predication follow that section.

Data Example: A snippet of code that we will consider for the first two examples follows. We will assume that each of the instructions are loaded into active stations with the same row designation as the instruction number. We also assume that each instruction is in a different sharing group so the instructions do not compete with each other for a PE.

00 3⇒r←0 op r1
10 3⇒r←5 op r6
20 3⇒r←7 op r8
30 2⇒r←3 op r8

Data Example 1: In the first example we will look at how instruction number 30 gets the correct value for one of its sources, namely register r3. Refer to FIG. 11 for an illustration of the execution timing.

Instruction number 00 does not produce any outputs used in the next few instructions that we will consider so there is no data dependency and its output is never snarfed by the later instructions. Therefore, the execution of instruction 00 therefore does not further impact the correct operation of instruction 30.

At load time, instruction 30 will load register r3 from the ISA register file as an initial value guess. This may not be the correct value that instruction 30 should be using but we use it anyway as a predicted value. In this example, instructions numbered 10 and 20 both generate an output to register r3. Instruction 30 will snoop the buses looking for a broadcast of r3, and will only snarf it if the broadcast value differs from the current value of r3 held in instruction 30’s active station. That station will watch for the address of that register (the number 3 in this example) to appear on one of the four data output forwarding buses the station is connected to (following FIG. 7).

The instructions may all execute immediately after they are loaded, assuming their corresponding PE is free. Let’s assume that this happens and all instructions execute in the same clock immediately upon being loaded. Instruction 30 will now have a result based on which register r3 was at load time but a new output for this register has just been produced by both instructions 10 and 20. Instructions 10 and 20 will both broadcast forward their new output values for r3 on separate forwarding buses; instruction 30 is snooping for a new update to register r3 on both of these buses (and the others).

Updates coming from both instructions 10 and 20 will be considered for snarfing by instruction 30 since its forwarding bus time tag mask initially has all bits set. Instruction 30 will see that the output from instruction 20 is later in time than that from instruction 10, so it will snarf instruction 20’s value and update its forwarding bus time tag mask by clearing all bits to the right (earlier in time) than the bit corresponding to instruction 20 above. No register updates from instruction 10 will ever again be snarfed by instruction 30. New updates from instruction 20 will still be considered though since its bit in the forwarding bus time tag mask is still set.

Data Example 2: Another example, still referencing the code snippet above in Data Example 1, is that upon the instructions all being loaded in the same clock period, only instructions 00 and 10 can execute immediately. (Instructions 20 and 30 may not be able to execute due to other instructions, not shown, having priority for execution resources.) Again, we focus on what instruction 30 does to get a correct value for register r3. See FIG. 12 for the code execution timing.

After being executed, instruction 10 will broadcast its updated value for register r3 on a forwarding bus. This value will be snarfed by instruction 30 since all of its time tag mask bits are still set. Upon snarfing the updated value from instruction 10, all time tag bits to the right of it will be cleared to zero. In our current example, there were no instructions earlier than instruction 10 within the instruction window which generated an output to register r3 but the bits are cleared just the same.

Instruction 30 will now execute using the updated register value. Also, if it had already executed, the act of snarfing a value will enable the instruction to execute again. Of course, the newly broadcast value would not have been snarfed if its value did not change, nor would instruction 30 have executed.
Finally, instruction 20 gets a chance to execute and afterwards it broadcasts its output value on a forwarding broadcast bus, as always. Since instruction 20 is later in time than instruction 10, the bit in the time tag mask of instruction 30 which corresponds to instruction 20 will still be set indicating that a sniff is still possible from that instruction.

Note that if instruction 20 had executed before instruction 10, instruction 30 would have cleared the enabling time tag bit corresponding to instruction 10, so that once instruction 10 did execute, its value would be ignored by instruction 30. This is exactly what is desired: an instruction should use the input value from the closest but earlier instruction for the final value of the input.

From a performance point of view, the above examples illustrate that an instruction will execute as soon as it possibly can. Further, if the data value prediction was correct, or the instruction’s inputs do not change even if they have been re-evaluated, then the instruction need not execute or re-execute, respectively. Therefore the performance of this invention is potentially much greater than competing techniques.

Data Example 3: Now consider the simple code excerpt below, with the execution timing as shown in FIG. 13.

00 r3<r-5 op r6
10 r1<r-3 op r1
20 r3<r-5 op r6

In this example we assume that instructions 10 and 20 get to execute before instruction 00 does. We will also assume that instructions 10 and 20 both execute in the same clock cycle. Initially, as always, the sources for these instructions are taken from the ISA register file at load time.

Firstly, it should be noted that after instruction 10 executes at least once, it will not necessarily be enabled to execute again even though one of its input sources has changed, namely register r1. It is not enabled to execute again for this input source change because the new value of r1 that is generated is only forwarded to instructions later in time order than instruction 10. Instruction 10 will never, therefore, see register r1 being updated due to its own broadcast of that register.

In like manner, instruction 10 will not be enabled to execute simply because of the register change of r3 from instruction 20. This is because the output from instruction 20 will only be broadcast forward to later active stations.

Finally, when instruction 00 does get to execute, it will forward broadcast an updated value for register r3. Since instruction 10 is snooping on changes to this value, it will be enabled to execute again and will eventually do so.

Data Example 4: Finally with regard to data dependencies alone, we consider the following code excerpt.

00 r2<r-0 op r1
10 r3<r-2 op r0
20 r2<r-0 op r4
30 r5<r-2 op r4

The time order of the code’s execution is shown in FIG. 14.

In this example we will put together some of the code execution and data dependency rules already illustrated separately. We assume that after all of the above instructions are loaded that instruction 10 gets to execute first. Next, instructions 00 and 30 get to execute together in a single clock. Instruction 00 then broadcasts an update for register r2. This enables or re-enables instructions 10 and 30 to execute again.

They do so in the next clock cycle. Next, instruction 20 finally gets a chance to execute. Again an update for register r2 is broadcast forward. This enables instruction 30 to execute again but not instruction 10. Finally, instruction 00 executes again for some reason. Again, an update for register r2 is broadcast forward. However, this update does not enable instruction 30 to execute again since it has previously used a value from instruction 20. At the same time, this broadcast enables instruction 10 to execute again and it does so in the following clock cycle.

Data Example 5: Finally, this last data dependency example shows the penalty incurred due to the finite forwarding span in an implementation. We will assume a forwarding span of 32 for this example. Consider the following code excerpt. Note carefully the distance that each instruction is from each other. This distance will interact with the finite forwarding span to create extra bubbles in the execution of instructions even though there may be no other constraint preventing execution from occurring earlier.

000 r2<r-1 op r0
040 r3<r-2 op r0
080 r4<r-2 op r0
120 r5<r-3 op r0

The execution sequencing of this example is shown in FIG. 15.

All instructions are loaded and we assume that all instructions execute immediately and complete in one clock cycle. Further, we assume that any of these instructions are free from execution resource constraints and may execute in any clock cycle. The output generated from instruction 000 to register r2 will be broadcast on a forwarding bus and its value will be sniffed by instructions 040 and 080. Since there is no instruction between instruction 000 and instruction 040 that uses register r2 as an input, that output forwarding broadcast operation will result in the output broadcast being registered in the forwarding register located at the end of its initial forwarding span. This is logically between active station 31 (part of sharing group 3) and active station 32 (part of sharing group 4). (Both stations and groups are numbered starting at 0). We assume eight stations per sharing group. The output of the forwarding register will then be broadcast on the next forwarding span but has incurred a clock cycle delay. This delay prevents instruction 040 from re-executing immediately in cycle 1, due to the forwarding broadcast, and instead can only execute again in clock cycle 2 at the earliest. The output broadcast from instruction 000 will again be registered in the forwarding register located at the end of the second forwarding span (logically after the end of active station 63 in sharing group 7). This further causes instruction 080, which was also snooping for updates to register r2, to become enabled to re-execute. We assume that it does so at the earliest possible time which would be in clock cycle 3. Finally, instruction 120 was snooping for updates to register r3. An update to that register occurred in clock cycle 2 but because instruction 120 is more than a forwarding span away from instruction 080, a forwarding register delay is again incurred before the update is seen by instruction 120. Finally, instruction 120 can execute again at the earliest in clock cycle 4.

Prediction Example 1: Consider the following code sequence.

00 r2<r-1 op r0
10 b_op r2, 030
20 r3<r-1 op r0
30 r4<r-1 op r0

This example illustrates a simple minimal control dependency situation. Instruction 30 does not depend, either through a data flow dependency or a control flow depen-
dency on any of the instructions that are shown to be before it. The branch instruction 10 is data dependent on instruction 00 (through register 2). Instruction 20 is control dependent on instruction 10 (the branch). The branch is initially predicted to be not-taken. The execution sequence of this example is shown in FIG. 16.

We start by assuming that all instructions execute in a single clock cycle and that they all execute immediately upon being loaded. It is assumed that the initial execution of the branch in instruction 10 (at time 0) did not change its predicate output. However, since instruction 00 executed in clock cycle 0, we will assume that its output value changed from what was originally loaded at instruction load time. Instruction 00 will broadcast its new updated output (register r2). Since instruction 10 (the branch) is data dependent on register r2 from instruction 00, it will snoop for that update and snatch the new value from the broadcast. This will enable it to re-execute. We assume that it executes at the earliest possible time. This would be clock cycle 1. On this execution, its output predicate, essentially its branch prediction, does change. The branch may either have been resolved at this point or simply have made a new prediction based on a possibly still speculative value of register r2. Either case is handled the same. A change in the branch condition will change its predicate output and this will be broadcast out. If the branch became resolved and a DEE path originating due to this branch had been started, an implementation may abandon the current main-line execution path and switch the DEE path of this branch to become the new main-line path. For this example, we will assume that no switch to a DEE paths occurs. Therefore instruction 20, being control dependent on the branch, will be snooping for the branch predicate change and seeing that it has changed will switch to relaying its output value. The relay operation takes the value for register r3 that was loaded, or snatched, from before the execution of instruction 20, and re-broadcasts it. The re-broadcast of the relayed output value is necessary in those cases where following instructions used the previously broadcasted output value. The relay operation would have also occurred if a DEE path became the new main-line path. Implementations can choose to switch executions paths or not under different conditions as optimization decisions.

In spite of the branch being predicted one way and then changed to the other (whether re-predicted or resolved), it should be noted that instruction 30 was not required to be re-executed as a result. This illustrates a basic minimal control dependency situation. In this case more instruction level parallelism (ILP) is realized by taking advantage of independent instructions located beyond the joins of branch domains.

Predication Example 2: Consider the following slightly more involved example than the first.

```
00  r2<-r0 op r1
10  r2<-r2, 030
20  r2<-r3 op r0
30  r4<-r2 op r0
```

The time ordered execution sequence for this example is shown in FIG. 17. It is assumed that all instructions are loaded and that the branch at 10 is initially predicted as taken. Since instruction 20 is not restricted from executing due to the initial branch prediction of instruction 10, it can execute immediately upon being loaded. It is assumed that it does execute immediately and before all other instructions shown. Since instruction 30 is data dependent on instruction 20 it snatches the newly created value for register r2 from instruction 20 and is enabled to execute. Instruction 30 gets to execute in the following clock cycle. Instruction 00 executes in the next cycle creating a new value for register r2. We assume that this is still a speculative value. Note that since instruction 30 has already snarfed a value for register r2 later in time than that created by instruction 00, it is not enabled for execution due to this change. Instruction 10, however, is data dependent on instruction 00 (through r2) and is enabled to execute. Note carefully also that instruction 20 was snooping for both its inputs and its output (register r2). It had to snoop for newly created values for r2 in case it was determined that the execution of the instruction was squashed. The new value of register r2 will be snarfed by instruction 20 from the output broadcast of instruction 00.

Instruction 10, the branch now executes. We assume that after the branch at 10 executes its output predicate changes, that is, the branch is now predicted to be taken. Its output predicate is broadcast and instruction 20, snooping on the branch output predicate, sees the broadcast and snarf s it. Instruction 20 now has an indication that its assignment of its executed value is no longer valid and instead broadcasts its relayed value for register r2. Finally, this newly broadcast value for register r2 will be snarfed by instruction 30 enabling it to re-execute also. Finally instruction 30 executes in clock cycle 5 as shown in the figure above.

This example showed how the effects of instructions within the domain of a branch are squashed when the branch is mispredicted. It also showed how the incorrect results of instructions beyond the join of a branch are corrected when a branch outcome is changed.

Predication Example 3: This next example illustrates a switch of a DEE path to become the new main-line path. Consider the following code sequence.

```
00  r2<-r0 op r1
10  r2<-r2, 030
20  r2<-r3 op r1
30  r4<-r0 op r1
```

The time ordered execution sequence for this example is shown in FIG. 18. It is assumed that all instructions are loaded and that the branch at 10 is initially predicted as taken. It is also assumed that all of the instructions are executed immediately in main-line active stations. Note that the execution of instruction 20 is really only just a relay operation because it is within the domain of the branch in instruction 10 and the initial prediction is taken. Because instruction 10 is data dependent on instruction 00, it sees the newly broadcasted value for register r2 from instruction 00 and becomes enabled to execute again, and does so in cycle 1.

It is now assumed that a DEE path was created some time after the initial executions already mentioned, and that instruction 20 gets to execute in the DEE path. Since the DEE path branch output predicate is always opposite of that of the same branch in the main-line active station, instruction 20 executes creating a new value for register r3 rather than relaying an old value as was done with this same instruction in the main-line path; the execution of instruction 20 in the DEE path is indicated with a ‘D’. This newly created value for register r3 is broadcast and may be snarfed by later DEE path active stations. In this example, we have not shown any future instructions dependent on the output of instruction 20 but there could be some instructions executing in the instruction stream after instruction 30 as shown.

Finally, later on, instruction 00 re-executes, creating what will become the resolved committed state for register r2. This enabled the re-execution of instruction 10, the branch. When the branch executes, it also finally resolves. We will
assume that the branch resolves to the not-taken state. This is opposite to its previous prediction, indicating a misprediction, and this will cause a switch of the DEE path to become the new main-line path. The effect of the DEE path switch to the main-line path causes all predicated DEE path instructions following the branch to re-broadcast their output values. This is seen happening with the broadcast-only operation of instruction 20 in cycle 6.

Although not shown in this example, instructions in the main-line beyond the end of the DEE path (that was switched to main-line), will also see the effects of the branch predicate change if they were predicated at all (either directly or indirectly) on the output resolution of the branch of instruction 10.

Although the present invention has been shown and described with respect to several preferred embodiments thereof, various changes, omissions and additions to the form and detail thereof, may be made therein, without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention.

What is claimed is:
1. A scalable processing system having general purpose registers and a general purpose memory, comprising:
   a memory device that is operative to store a plurality of executable program instructions in definable locations, each said executable program instruction being propagated through said memory device, wherein position of each of said executable program instructions in said memory device is associated with a current timetag and each said timetag is indicative of the nominal sequential order of execution of said associated executable program instructions;
   a plurality of processing elements distributed throughout said memory device, each of said processing elements being configured and arranged to receive executable program instructions from current positions of said memory device, wherein each of said processing elements executes said executable program instructions associated with said current position without regard to order; and
   a plurality of active stations associated with each of said processing elements for enforcing programmatic ordering of said executable program instructions as indicated by the state of said timetag.
2. The scalable processing system according to claim 1 wherein said program instructions are propagated in a linear sequence.
3. The scalable processing system according to claim 1 wherein said program instructions are propagated in a block.
4. The scalable processing system according to claim 1 wherein said program instructions are propagated in columns.
5. A scalable processing system having general purpose registers and a general purpose memory, comprising:
   a memory device that is operative to store a plurality of executable program instructions in definable locations, each said executable program instruction being propagated through said memory device, wherein position of each of said executable program instructions in said memory device is associated with a current timetag and each said timetag is indicative of the nominal sequential order of execution of said associated executable program instructions;
   a plurality of processing elements distributed throughout said memory device, each of said processing elements being configured and arranged to receive executable program instructions from current positions of said memory device, wherein each of said processing elements executes said executable program instructions associated with said current position without regard to order.
   a plurality of active stations associated with each of said processing elements for enforcing programmatic ordering of said executable program instructions as indicated by the state of said timetag.
6. A scalable general purpose processing system for assuring correct processing of instructions according to a resource flow execution model, said system comprising:
   a plurality of sharing groups;
   a plurality of processing elements, each processing element being associated with at least one sharing group, each processing element being operative to generate an output result as a result of executing a program instruction;
   a plurality of spanning buses of uniform preselected segment length arranged in columns, said spanning buses being of a column height which is independent of bus length;
   a forwarding unit associated with each sharing group, said forwarding unit being operative to store an output result from a processing element, said forwarding unit in each column being coupled to monitor its corresponding level in an adjacent spanning bus segment;
   a memory device coupled to said spanning buses operative to store a plurality of executable program instructions, wherein each of said executable program instructions includes a timetag data field indicative of the nominal sequential order of said associated executable program instructions; and
   a plurality of active stations, each of said active stations for holding a single one of said program instructions, said plurality of active stations forming one said sharing group, and each said forwarding unit in a column being coupled to each said sharing group in said column, each of said processing elements being configured to receive said executable program instructions from said memory device, wherein each of said processing elements is operative to execute any of said executable program instructions as soon as its operand is acquired thereby generating an output result, whereby a plurality of executable program instructions are executed in parallel during each instruction cycle.
7. The processing system according to claim 6 wherein said spanning buses are arranged in end-to-end fashion.
8. The processing system according to claim 7 wherein said spanning bus columns are coupled in a loop.
9. The processing system according to claim 6 wherein said timetag data field is limited in length in order to permit reuse of values.
10. A scalable processing system, comprising:
    a memory device that is operative to store a plurality of executable program instructions in definable locations,
each said executable program instruction being propagated through said memory device;
a plurality of processing elements, each of said processing elements associated with an output result that is produced as a result of executing one of said executable program instructions;
a plurality of active stations, each of said active stations for holding a single one of said program instructions, each of said active stations being associated with at least one of said processing elements for execution of said single program instruction; and
a spanning bus structure configured to couple at least some output results associated with said processing elements to at least some of said active stations, each output result having a timetag and an address associated with it,
each of said active stations comprising at least one input, said input having a timetag and an address associated with it, said input being associated with execution of said single program instruction,
each active station further comprising:
first comparison logic operative to compare said timetag associated with its input with said timetag associated with an output result on said spanning bus and to produce a first comparison result;
second comparison logic operative to compare said address associated with its input with an address associated with an output result on said spanning bus and to produce a second comparison result; and
firing logic operative to issue said single program instruction to one of said processing elements multiple times, each time being based on said first comparison result and said second comparison result.

11. The processing system of claim 10, wherein said spanning bus is further configured to couple outputs of one or more active stations to other active stations.

12. The processing system of claim 10, wherein said timetags are indicative of a nominal sequential order of execution of said associated executable program instructions.

13. The processing system of claim 10, wherein said active station further comprises third comparison logic operative to compare a value of said input to a value of an output result on said spanning bus and to produce a third comparison result, said firing logic further operative to issue said program instruction to one of said processing elements multiple times, each time being based on said first comparison result, said second comparison result, and said third comparison result.

14. The processing system of claim 10 wherein said input is a datum that is used as an operand by said single program instruction.

15. The processing system of claim 14 wherein said datum is content of a register and said address associated with said process input is information that identifies said register.

16. The processing system of claim 10 wherein said input is a predicate that is used by a processing element to determine whether said single program instruction is executed.

* * * * *